Straight line edgers

										

First of All, quality

All our products are completely produced and designed in our perfectly equipped facility in Italy,
our mission is to provide our customers with equipment of the best quality and price possible.
Thanks to our experience and to our constant efforts in research and development, we can offer
our customers reliable and innovative glass processing machines. Battellino offers four models of
straight line grinding machines. They are designed for small and medium production and feature
easy handling and offer high flexibility.
PLC control allows both manual and semi-automatic functions for the operator to easily switch for
the best choice of operation.
Battellino edgers are simple to use, and feature a heavy duty conveyor that is rated to work for
1000KM with very few maintenance. Water containment is excellent and the usage of
stainless steel in wet areas eliminates corrosion problems.
Modifying the glass thickness is quick and easy.
The Battellino edgers are for avid customers who are looking for a machine built tough for a
long life, with consistent edge quality at a competitive price.

Intuitive, simple and ergonomic...
our edgers are thought for You!

All functions and maintenance functions, including the thickness adjustment are controlled
from the front of the machine. It is simple and easy to change settings when going from one
thickness of glass to another. Each spindle has it’s own ammeter to monitor the current load on
their respective motor. Thanks to this system, it is possible to monitor the working loads of each
wheel while it is working. Running speeds of 0 to 4 meters per minute ( up to156”/minute)
are adjusted on via a control on the front panel. Glass thickness is easily set via a handwheel, and is coupled to a digital display for fast changes and precise accuracy.
An intuitive, Multilingual PLC controls and monitors the pneumatic movement of the polishing wheels, and also shows the working speed of the conveyor. The PLC also has the ability to
show the total working duration, as well as a resettable partial working duration, ideal for tracking
wheel life.

A optional hand-wheel on the inlet arm allows the easy setting of glass removal, and is adjustable from 0 to 4MM. The standard machine comes with a non-adjustable inlet conveyor with a
fixed removal of 1MM.
Wheel adjustment, including the rear arris, is easy and from the front of the machine. No
additional adjustments are needed when changing glass thickness.
Changing wheels is quick and easy, thanks to the large door to the wheel compartments. The
door also features a glass viewport.
Another important safety feature are two emergency (E-STOP) buttons, one on each side of the
main body, allowing the operator to stop the machine quickly if needed.
► PLC control for statistical functions
► All functions can be operated at the front of the machine
► Conveyor speed adjustment via inverter
► Polishing wheels working controlled by a PLC
► Easy change of thickness
► Easy regulation when passing from one glass to another
► Easy passage from manual to automatic working
► Motor current absorption amp-meters
► Two emergency stop buttons

Heavy Duty Glass Conveyor
Precision is always our target

The conveyor of this machine is a result of a consolidated know-how and heavy investment in
R&D, all our efforts are aimed to ensure you a maximum precision of work for an extended
Lifetime.
The main conveyor of our edgers is composed of pads made of steel and have been coated with
an anti-rust treatment. These pads are mounted on precision chains and round nitride
guides and are made with high quality steel.
The conveyor pads are made of vulcanized rubber and equipped with insulated bearings.
The glass is held by a heavy duty conveyor which ensures the glass is held well in place with
high precision which ensures great linearity of the finished piece. Rated tolerance of the finished glass is less than 0.1mm for every 2 meters of glass. The central conveyor capacity is
100kg The processing speed is of 0.4-4M/min.
Speed adjustment is carried out via a potentiometer on the control panel with a display for the running speed.
The thickness of the glass is easy to adjust manually and a digital readout is provided on the
main panel, which displays the glass thickness.

Manual lubrication of the conveyor is easy and quick thanks to the easy-open covers. The
glass is transported inside the working area with a belt which slides on a low-friction material with
high-resistance to wear, made for durability. An optional entry arm is available to adjust the glass
removal (through a graduated hand-wheel) adjusted to your production requirements from 0 to
5mm.

► Motorized belt conveyor for glass transport from right to left
► Exact glass thickness adjustment (adjustment of the front carriage) by hand wheel and digitally
displayed
► Easy-open covers for maintenance and manual lubrication
► High precision of processing, tolerance on linearity of less than 0.1mm every 2 meters of glass
► Lubricated chains
► Precision ball bearing
► Safety devices protect the conveyor from human mistake.
► Nitride round rectified steel guides
► The pads are coated with vulcanized rubber and an anti-rust treatment
► Adjustable chain tensioner for the rear chain
► Settings for the glass removal of the infeed conveyor (Optional)
► Hand wheel for glass thickness adjustment
► Safety systems against possible human mistake
► Maximum precision and extended lifetime
► Low noise level
► Work speed electronically adjustable via potentiometer, display and also controlled by inverter

Battellino’s motors are made with cast iron high quality bearings;
built for durability!

Our motors are fully made of cast iron and directly coupled with the conveyor which ensures an
absence of vibration and guarantees sturdiness. Each motor is equipped with 4 high quality
precision bearings 3 bearings are placed on each spindle to ensure the best stability possible.
The direct transmission for the spindles, motors, and wheels, besides ensuring a quietly running
machine, reduces the number of mechanical moving parts. Neither belts or driving units are used,
which means a great longevity and a machine that requires minimal maintenance interventions. The
wheels are fitted on spindles in order to ensure a uniformity of rotation and to avoid vibrations. Installing new wheels on the motors is quick and easy.
Spindle maintenance is simple thanks to the easily changeable mechanical seals.
All spindles are mounted on high precision guides, adjustable from the front side of the machine. The machine is equipped with a manual adjustment for the position of the front beam
in order to adapt it to the various glass thicknesses. The beams have been constructed so as to avoid
stressing or bending which would cause problems in glass production.

Beams and spindles for grinding and polishing the edge are fixed on the shoulders (front
and rear). The adjustment of the diamond spindles and wheels are obtained by a graduated handwheel which permits the adjustment and compensation for wheel wear with high precision.
Polishing wheels are controlled by PLC. The polishing spindles are equipped with a (completely automatic) pneumatic wear recovery system. It is easy to adjust and monitor wheel
wear thanks to this system.

► Direct connection between wheel, spindle and motor
► Cast iron motors
► Cast iron spindles
► Uniform rotation with no vibration
► The mechanical seal obtained with seals which are easy to change
► Engines current absorption amp-meters
► Polishing wheels controlled by PLC
► The machine in alternative to the PLC controller can also be operated completely manually
► Control of air pressure of the grinding spindles by ammeter
► Spindles equipped with 3 bearings for stability
► Bearings of high quality
► Precise visualization of the absorption of the spindles
► Regulation of the rear arris from the front
► Pneumatic recovery system for easy regulation of polishing wheels

Research and development and the use of stainless steel and brass,
are Battellino’s recipe for a long life machine:
All parts in contact with water including the water tank is built to resist corrosion and guarantees a good lifespan thanks to clever engineering that allows for easy cleaning. Each wheel
is cooled by two water jets that help maintain a long reliability period and a great performance
for the wheels for an optimal removal of glass swarf from the machine. The stainless steel tank is
equipped with a security Race to avoid spillage. The water pump’s immerged arm is also made of
stainless steel. All the wet areas in the machine are easy to reach and clean and all the wheels
can be easily changed from the front of the machine.

► Quick and easy wheel changing
► Stainless steel tank of the wheels with frontal access
► Stainless steel water tank
► Pump with immerged arm made of stainless steel
► Easy to remove and clean hydraulic circuitry
► Two pipes for each wheel made of brass
► Security race

After sale assistance
Our attention and our help, always.

The strong points of all our products is the ease of use, their long life, the limited maintenance
required and the high processing quality thanks to the functional design and assembling criteria
adopted.
Every day we work to ensure to all our customers the best after sale assistance, from bigger
problems to smaller one our first aim is to ensure a long and laborious life at our machines. For that
reason, near a fast answer and every assistance every day, we give with our machines a manual really complete with detailed pictures from where the client can understand easily what he needs and
if necessary, order the spare parts that his machine needs for its entire life, we ensure providing of
all parts in less than 5 labor days.
► Complete manual with detailed layouts
► After-sale assistance 24/7
► Worldwide agents
► Spare parts stock
► Qualified technical assistance

Technical Datasheets
FP4
► N° of wheels 					
► Min. thickness of the glass 			
► Max. thickness of the glass 			
► Min dimensions of the glass 			
► Max. weight of the glass 			
► Speed 						
► Machine dimensions 				
► Height of worktable 				
► Machine body		
			
► Length of input arm 				
► Length of output arm 				
► Weight 						
► KW 						
► Water tank Capacity 				
► Air pressure requirement 			
► Linearity of the glass 				
► CE signed

4
3
15
80X80
100kg
0-4 m/min
5200X811X2087h mm
830 mm
1845X811 mm
1707 mm
1707 mm
1500 kg
8
200 Lt
6 Bar
0,1 mm for 2 meters of glass

Configuration of wheels :
The machine use 4 cup wheels. (MADE IN ITALY)
- 1^ POSITION
							
							

DIAMOND WHEEL GRAIN D180 (140/170)
DIMENSIONS : 150X8X8 HOLE 50 MM

- 2^ 3^ POSITIONS
							
							

ARRIS WHEELS GRAIN 280
DIMENSIONS 130X35 HOLE 50 MM

- 4^ POSITION
							
							

POLISHING WHEELS GRAIN 80
DIMENSIONS 150X30 HOLE 50

Technical Datasheets
FP5
► N° of wheels 						
► Min. thickness of the glass 				
► Max. thickness f the glass 				
► Min dimensions of the glass 			
► Max. weight of the glass 				
► Speed 							
► Machine dimensions 					
► Height of worktable					
► Machine body		
				
► Length of input arm 					
► Length of output arm 					
► Weight 							
► KW 							
► Water tank Capacity 					
► Air pressure requirement 				
► Linearity of the glass 					
► CE signed

5
3
20
80X80
100kg
0-4 m/min
5458X811X2087h mm
830 mm
2037X811 mm
1707 mm
1707 mm
1600 kg
10
200 Lt
6 Bar
0,1 mm for 2 meters of glass

Configuration of wheels :
The machine use 5 cup wheels. (MADE IN ITALY)
- 1^ POSITION
							
							

DIAMOND WHEEL GRAIN D180 (140/170)
DIMENSIONS : 150X8X8 HOLE 50 MM

- 2^ 3^ POSITIONS
							
							

ARRIS WHEELS GRAIN 280
DIMENSIONS 130X35 HOLE 50 MM

- 4^ POSITION
							
							

POLISHING WHEELS GRAIN 40
DIMENSIONS 150X30 HOLE 50

- 5^ POSITION
							
							

POLISHING WHEELS GRAIN 120
DIMENSIONS 150X30 HOLE 50

Technical Datasheets
FP6
► N° of wheels 					
► Min. thickness of the glass 			
► Max. thickness of the glass 			
► Min dimensions of the glass 			
► Max. weight of the glass 			
► Speed 						
► Machine dimensions 				
► Height of worktable				
► Machine body		
			
► Length of input arm 				
► Length of output arm 				
► Weight 						
► KW 						
► Water tank Capacity 				
► Air pressure requirement 			
► Linearity of the glass 				
► CE signed

6
3
20
80X80
100kg
0-4 m/min
5580X811X2087h mm
790 mm
2280X811 mm
1707 mm
1707 mm
1700 kg
13
200 Lt
6 Bar
0,1 mm for 2 meters of glass

Configuration of wheels :
The machine use 6 cup wheels. (MADE IN ITALY)
- 1^ POSITION
							
							

DIAMOND WHEEL GRAIN D107 (140/170)
DIMENSIONS : 150X8X8 HOLE 50 MM

- 2^ POSITION
							
							

DIAMOND WHEEL GRAIN D76 (200/230)
DIMENSIONS : 150X8X8 HOLE 50 MM

- 3^ 4^ POSITIONS
							
							

ARRIS WHEELS GRAIN 280
DIMENSIONS 130X35 HOLE 50 MM

- 5^ POSITION
							
							

POLISHING WHEELS GRAIN 40
DIMENSIONS 150X30 HOLE 50

- 6^ POSITION
							
							

POLISHING WHEELS GRAIN 120
DIMENSIONS 150X30 HOLE 50

Technical Datasheets
FP7
► N° of wheels 						
► Min. thickness of the glass 				
► Max. thickness f the glass 				
► Min dimensions of the glass 			
► Max. weight of the glass 				
► Speed 							
► Machine dimensions 					
► Height of worktable					
► Machine body		
				
► Length of input arm 					
► Length of output arm 					
► Weight 							
► KW 							
► Water tank Capacity 					
► Air pressure requirement 				
► Linearity of the glass 					
► CE signed

7
3
20
80X80
100kg
0-4 m/min
6628X811X2167h mm
790 mm
2354X811 mm
2092 mm
2092 mm
1900 kg
15
200 Lt
6 Bar
0,1 mm for 2 meters of glass

Configuration of wheels :
The machine use 7 cup wheels. (MADE IN ITALY)
- 1^ POSITION
							
							

DIAMOND WHEEL GRAIN D180 (140/170)
DIMENSIONS : 150X8X8 HOLE 50 MM

-2^ 4^ POSITIONS
							
							

DIAMOND WHEEL FOR THE ARRIS 			
DIMENSIONS 130X35 HOLE 50 MM

- 3^ 5^ POSITION
							
							

POLISHING WHEELS GRAIN 40
DIMENSIONS 150X30 HOLE 50

- 6^ POSITION
							
							

POLISHING WHEELS GRAIN 40
DIMENSIONS 150X30 HOLE 50

- 7^ POSITION
							
							

POLISHING WHEELS GRAIN 120
DIMENSIONS 150X30 HOLE 50

